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Abstract Empirical methods like experimentation have become a powerful means
to drive the field of software engineering by creating scientific evidence on software
development, operation, and maintenance, but also by supporting practitioners in
their decision making and learning. Today empirical methods are fully applied in
software engineering. However, they have developed in several iterations since the
1960s. In this chapter we tell the history of empirical software engineering and
present the evolution of empirical methods in software engineering in five iterations,
i.e., (1) mid-1960s to mid-1970s, (2) mid-1970s to mid-1980s, (3) mid-1980s to
end of the 1990s, (4) the 2000s, and (5) the 2010s. We present the five iterations of
the development of empirical software engineering mainly from a methodological
perspective and additionally take key papers, venues, and books, which are covered
in chronological order in a separate section on recommended further readings, into
account. We complement our presentation of the evolution of empirical software
engineering by presenting the current situation and an outlook in Sect. 4 and the
available books on empirical software engineering. Furthermore, based on the chap-
ters covered in this book we discuss trends on contemporary empirical methods in
software engineering related to the plurality of research methods, human factors,
data collection and processing, aggregation and synthesis of evidence, and impact
of software engineering research.
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1 Introduction
The term software engineering originated in the early 1960s (Hey et al., 2014).
During the NATO Software Engineering Conferences held in 1968 and 1969, par-
ticipants made explicit that engineering software requires dedicated approaches that
are separate from those for the underlying hardware systems. Until that "software
crisis", software-related research mostly focused on theoretical aspects, e.g., algo-
rithms and data structures used to write software systems, or practical aspects, e.g.,
an efficient compilation of software for particular hardware systems (Guéhéneuc and
Khomh, 2019). Since then, these topics are investigated in computer science, which
pertains to understanding and proposing theories and methods related to the effi-
cient computation of algorithms, and differs from software engineering (research),
which has become a very dynamic discipline on its own since its foundation in the
1960s. IEEE (1990, 2010) defines software engineering (SE) as: (1) The application
of a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable approach to the development, operation
and maintenance of software; that is, the application of engineering to software,
and (2) The study of approaches as in (1). Software engineering also differs from
other engineering disciplines due to the immaterial nature of software not obeying
physical laws and the importance of human factors as software is written by people
for people. Software engineering is fundamentally an empirical discipline, where
knowledge is gained applying direct and indirect observation or experience. Ap-
proaches to software development, operation, and maintenance must be investigated
by empirical means to be understood, evaluated, and deployed in proper contexts.
Empirical methods like experimentation are therefore essential in software engineer-
ing to gain scientific evidence on software development, operation, andmaintenance,
but also to support practitioners in their decision making and learning (Travassos
et al., 2008). The application of empirical methods makes software engineering
more objective and less imprecise, facilitating the transfer of software technologies
to the industry (Shull et al., 2001). Software engineers learn by observing, exploring,
and experimenting. The level of learning depends on the degree of observation or
intervention (Thomke, 2003) promoted by the experiences and studies performed.
Traditionally, empirical software engineering (ESE) is the area of research that
emphasizes the use of empirical methods in the field of software engineering. Ac-
cording to Harrison and Basili (1996), "Empirical software engineering is the study
of software-related artifacts for the characterization, understanding, evaluation, pre-
diction, control, management, or improvement through qualitative or quantitative
analysis. The quantitative studies may range from controlled experimentation to case
studies. Qualitative studies should be well defined and rigorous." The role and im-
portance of the different types of empirical methods in software engineering have
evolved since the foundation of software engineering. In this book chapter, we dis-
cuss the evolution of empirical methods in software engineering and especially also
take key venues and books into account as they reflect that evolution.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we provide background on empir-
ical research methods in software engineering. In Sect. 3, we present the evolution
of empirical software engineering by describing five iterations of its development.
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Based on that "historical" perspective on empirical software engineering, in Sect. 4
we describe current trends in empirical software engineering based on the chapters
on contemporary empirical methods in software engineering covered in this book.
In Sect. 5, we present the available books on empirical methods in software engi-
neering in chronological order as recommended further reading. Finally, in Sect. 6,
we conclude this chapter.
2 Empirical Research Methods in Software Engineering
The scientific approach typically consists of observation, measurement, and exper-
imentation. Observation helps researchers to formulate essential questions about a
phenomenon under study to build models and to derive hypotheses that can be tested
through experimentation. Measurement is essential for both observation and experi-
mentation. A scientific hypothesismust be refutable to bemeaningfully tested. Tested
hypotheses are compiled and communicated in the form of laws or theories. At the
heart of the scientific approach are research methods in general and the empirical
method in particular. Empirical methods leverage evidence obtained through obser-
vation, measurement, or experimentation to address a scientific problem. Evidence
should be based on qualitative and quantitative research. In this section, we provide
an overview of research methods in software engineering in general and empirical
methods in particular.
2.1 Research Methods
To perform scientific research in software engineering, one has to understand the
available research methods and their limitations. For the field of software engineer-
ing, Basili (1993) and Glass (1994) summarized four research methods: scientific,
engineering, empirical, and analytical.
The so-called scientific method observes the world and builds a model based on
the observations, e.g., a simulation model of the software process or product. The
scientific method is inductive and tries to extract from the world some model that
can explain a phenomenon and to evaluate whether the model is representative for
the phenomenon under observation. It is a model-building approach.
The engineering method studies current solutions, proposes changes, and then
evaluates them. It suggests the most appropriate solutions, develops, measures and
analyzes, and repeats until no further improvement is possible. It is an evolutionary
improvement-oriented approach that assumes the existence of some model of the
software process or product. It modifies this model to improve the objects of study.
The empiricalmethod proposes amodel, and evaluates it through empirical studies
like case studies or experiments. The empirical method normally follows an iterative
and incremental approach that can begin with an exploratory survey, followed by
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case studies in an industrial context to better understand specific phenomena and
controlled experiments to investigate cause-effect relationships.
The analytical method proposes a formal theory, develops the theory, derives the
results, and, if possible, compares it with empirical observations. It is deductive and
provides an analytical basis for developing a model.
Traditionally, the analytical method is used in the more formal areas of electrical
engineering and computer science, but is important for software engineering as well,
e.g., when building mathematical models for software reliability growth (Lyu et al.,
1996). The scientific method, inspired by natural science, is traditionally used in
applied areas, such as the simulation of a sensors network to evaluate its perfor-
mance. However, simulations are used as a means for conducting an experiment as
well (Baros et al., 2004). The engineering method is dominating in industry (Wohlin
et al., 2012). The empirical method, mainly using empirical strategies, has tradi-
tionally been used in social sciences and psychology, where one is unable to state
any laws of nature but concerned with human behavior. The engineering and the
empirical method can be seen as variations of the scientific method (Basili, 1993).
This overlap and an integrated view of the scientific, engineering, and empirical
methods is also an underlying design principle of this book on empirical methods.
It considers not only chapters on traditional empirical strategies like surveys, but for
instance, also a chapter on simulation-based studies, which are closer to the scientific
method as defined above, or a chapter on design science, which can tightly be linked
to the engineering method. All of these investigation strategies refer to empirical
methods.
2.2 Empirical Methods
Empirical methods rely on the collected data. Data collection methods may involve
qualitative or quantitative data. Some widely used qualitative data collection meth-
ods in software engineering are interviews and participant observation (Seaman,
1999). Some commonly used quantitative data collection methods are archival data,
surveys, experiments, and simulation (Wohlin et al., 2012). Once data are collected,
the researcher needs to analyze the data by using qualitative analysis methods, e.g.,
grounded theory, thematic analysis or hermeneutics, and quantitative analysis meth-
ods, e.g., statistical analysis and mathematical modeling approaches.
In general, there are three widely recognized research processes called quanti-
tative research, qualitative research, and semi-quantitative research. An alternative
option is the combination of both qualitative and quantitative research, denoted
as mixed research (Creswell and Creswell, 2018). The distinction between qual-
itative and quantitative research comes not only from the type of data collected,
but also the objectives, types of research questions posed, analysis methods, and
the degree of flexibility built into the research design as well (Wohlin and Aurum,
2015). Qualitative research aims to understand the reason (i.e., "why") and mech-
anisms (i.e., "how") explaining a phenomenon. A popular method of qualitative
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research is case study research, which examines a set of selected samples in detail
to understand the phenomenon illustrated by the samples. For instance, a qualita-
tive study can be conducted to understand the impediments of automating system
tests. Quantitative research is a data-driven approach used to gain insights about an
observable phenomenon. Data collected from observations are analyzed using math-
ematical and statistical models to derive quantitative relationships between different
variables capturing different aspects of the phenomenon under study. A popular
method of quantitative research are controlled experiments to examine cause-effect
relationships between different variables characterizing a phenomenon in a con-
trolled environment. For instance, different review techniques could be compared
via a controlled experiment. Mixed research collects quantitative and qualitative
data. It is a particular form of multi-method research, which combines different
research methods to answer some hypotheses, and is often used in empirical soft-
ware engineering due to the lack of theories in software engineering with which we
interpret quantitative data and due to the need to discuss qualitatively the impact
of the human factor on any experiments in software engineering (Guéhéneuc and
Khomh, 2019). Semi-quantitative research deals with approximate measurements
to data rather than exact measurements (Bertin, 1978). It looks for understanding
the behavior of a system based on causal relations between the variables describing
the system. Semi-quantitative models allow one to express what is known without
making inappropriate assumptions, simulating ranges of behavior rather than values
of point (Widman, 1989). It has many applications in both the natural and social
sciences. Semi-quantitative research supports cases where direct measurements are
not possible, but where it is possible to estimate an approximated behavior. In other
words, this type of study is applied in scenarios where the numerical values in the
mathematical relations governing the changes of a system are not known. In this
context, the direction of change is known, but not the size of its effect (Ogborn and
Miller, 1994). Simulation-based studies in software engineering can benefit from
using semi-quantitative research (Araújo et al., 2012).
The three major and well-established empirical methods in software engineering
are: survey, case study, and experiment (Wohlin et al., 2012). Primary studies using
such methods can be performed in-vivo, in-vitro, in-virtuo, and in-silico (Travassos
and Barros, 2003). In-vivo studies involve participants and projects in their natural
environments and contexts. Usually executed in software development organiza-
tions throughout the software development process under real working conditions.
In-vitro studies are performed in controlled environments, such as laboratories or
controlled communities, under configuredworking conditions. In-virtuo studies have
the subjects interacting with a computerized model of reality. The behavior of the
environment with which subjects interact is described as a model and represented
by a computer program. In-silico studies represent both subjects and real world as
computer models. The environment is fully composed of computer models to which
human interaction is reduced to a minimum.
A survey is a system for collecting information from or about subjects (people,
projects, among others) to describe, compare, or explain their knowledge, attitudes,
and behavior (Fink, 2003). A survey is often an investigation performed in retrospect,
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when, for instance, a tool or technique, has been in use for a while (Pfleeger, 1995).
The primary means of gathering qualitative or quantitative data are interviews or
questionnaires. These are done through taking a sample that is representative of the
population to which is generalized.
A case study in software engineering is an empirical inquiry that draws onmultiple
sources of evidence to investigate one or a small number of instances of a contempo-
rary software engineering phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when
the boundary between phenomenon and context cannot be clearly specified (Runeson
et al., 2012).
An experiment is used to examine cause-effect relationships between different
variables characterizing a phenomenon (Guéhéneuc andKhomh, 2019). Experiments
allow researchers to verify, refute, or validate hypotheses formulated about the
phenomenon under study. In a controlled experiment, one variable of the study
setting is manipulated, and based on randomization, different treatments are applied
to or by different subjects while keeping other variables constant, and measuring the
effects on outcome variables (Wohlin et al., 2012). A quasi-experiment is similar
to a controlled experiment, where the assignment of treatments to subjects cannot
be based on randomization, but emerges from the characteristics of the subjects
or objects themselves (Wohlin et al., 2012). Replication experiments reproduce
or quasi-reproduce previous experiments with the objectives to confirm or infirm
the results from previous experiments or to contrast previous results in different
contexts (Guéhéneuc and Khomh, 2019).
Regardless of the applied empirical method, to acquire scientific evidence about
the investigated software engineering phenomena involves observation, measure-
ment, and experimentation of the world and existing solutions. It demands the
proposition of models and theories describing the observed behavior, collecting
and analyzing data, putting the hypotheses under proof, and repeating the overall
process over time to strengthen the evidence on the observed phenomena. Based
on several primary studies, in which direct observations and measurements about
the objects of interest are made, whether by surveys, experiments, or case studies,
which are there also called empirical strategies, one can perform secondary studies.
A secondary study does not generate any data from direct observation or measure-
ment, instead, it analyses a set of primary studies and usually seeks to aggregate
the results from these to provide stronger forms of evidence about a particular phe-
nomenon (Kitchenham et al., 2015). Secondary studies typically appear as systematic
(literature) reviews, which aim to provide an objective and unbiased approach to find-
ing relevant primary studies, and for extracting, aggregating and synthesizing the
data from these (Kitchenham et al., 2015). A particular type of a systematic review is
a systematic mapping study (Petersen et al., 2015), which classifies studies to identify
clusters of studies (that could form the basis of a fuller review with more synthesis)
and gaps indicating the need for more primary studies.
The scientific or industrial significance of empirical studies depends on their
validity, i.e., the degree to which one can trust the outcomes of an empirical
study (Kitchenham et al., 2015). Validity is usually assessed in terms of four com-
monly encountered forms of threats to validity: internal, external, construct, and
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conclusion validity (Shadish et al., 2002). Internal validity refers to inferences that
the observed relationship between treatment and outcome reflects a cause-effect re-
lationship. External validity refers to whether a cause-effect relationship holds over
other conditions, including persons, settings, treatment variables, and measurement
variables. Construct validity refers to how concepts are operationalized as exper-
imental measures. Conclusion validity refers to inferences about the relationship
between treatment and outcome variables.
The accomplishment of empirical studies relies on performing well-defined and
evolutionary activities. The classical empirical study process consists of five phases:
definition, planning, operation, analysis, and interpretation, as well as reporting and
packaging (Juristo and Moreno, 2001; Malhotra, 2016). The definition phase makes
the investigated problem and overall objectives of the study explicit. The planning
phase covers the study design and includes the definition of research questions and
hypotheses as well as the definition of data collection, data analysis, and validity
procedures. In the operation phase, the study is actually conducted. In the analysis
and interpretation phase, the collected data is analyzed, assessed, and discussed.
Finally, in the reporting and packaging phase, the results of the study are reported
(e.g., in a journal article, a conference paper, or a technical report) and suitably
packaged to provide study material and data. The latter has become more critical
recently due to the open science movement.
3 Evolution of Empirical Software Engineering
The application of empirical methods in general and empirical software engineer-
ing, in particular, are well established in software engineering research. Almost all
papers published in major software engineering venues these days include an em-
pirical study (Theisen et al., 2017). Furthermore, since 2000, research methodology
has received considerable attention in the software engineering research community
resulting in many available publications on empirical research methodology in soft-
ware engineering. In a recent mapping study, Molléri et al. (2019) identified 341
methodological papers on empirical research in software engineering.
The application of empirical methods and the underlying research methodology
has developed iteratively since the foundation of software engineering in the 1960s.
Guéhéneuc and Khomh (2019) discusses landmark articles, books, and venues in
empirical software engineering that indicate the iterative development of the field.
Bird et al. (2015) distinguish four "generations" of analyzing software data, i.e.,
preliminary work, academic experiments, industrial experiments, and "data science
everywhere". In this section, we present five iterations of the development of empir-
ical software engineering from a methodological perspective. We additionally take
articles and venues into account, which is needed for a holistic understanding of the
field’s development. We complement our presentation of the evolution of empirical
software engineering by presenting the current situation and an outlook in Sect. 4
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and the available books on empirical software engineering in chronological order in
Sect. 5 on recommended further reading.
3.1 First Iteration: Mid 1960s to Mid 1970s
In the early years of software engineering, empirical studies were rare, and the only
research model commonly in use was the analytical method, where different formal
theories were advocated devoid of any empirical evaluation (Glass, 1994). According
to a systematic literature review of empirical studies performed by Zendler (2001),
Grant and Sackman (1967) published the first empirical study in software engineering
in 1967. The authors conducted an experiment that compared the performance of
two groups of developers, one working with online access to a computer through a
terminal and the other with offline access in batch mode. Another empirical study
published early in the history of software engineeringwas an article byKnuth (1971),
in which the author studied a set of Fortran programs to understand what developers
do in Fortran programs. Akiyama (1971) describes the first known "size law" (Bird
et al., 2015), stating that the number of defects is a function of the number of
lines of code. The authors in these and other early studies defined the goal of the
study, the questions to research, and the measures to answer these questions in an
ad-hoc fashion (Guéhéneuc and Khomh, 2019). However, they were pioneers in the
application of empirical methods in software engineering.
3.2 Second Iteration: Mid 1970s to Mid 1980s
In the second iteration, already more empirical studies, mainly in-vitro experi-
ments, were conducted. Prominent examples are experiments on structured pro-
gramming (Lucas et al., 1976), flowcharting (Shneiderman et al., 1977), and soft-
ware testing (Myers, 1978). The second iteration is characterized by first attempts
to provide a systematic methodology to define empirical studies in software en-
gineering in general and experiments in particular. These attempts culminated in
the definition of the Goal/Question/Metrics (GQM) approach by Basili and Weiss
(1984). The GQM approach helped practitioners and researchers to define measure-
ment programs based on goals related to products, processes, and resources that can
be achieved by answering questions that characterize the objects of measurement
using metrics. The methodology has been used to define experiments in software
engineering systematically.
In that iteration, empirical software engineering was also institutionalized for
the first time. In 1976, the NASA Goddard Software Engineering Laboratory
(NASA/SEL) was established at the University of Maryland, College Park (USA),
aiming at support the observation and understanding of software projects (Basili and
Zelkowitz, 2007). The establishment ofNASA/SEL provided themeans to strengthen
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the importance of using basic scientific and engineering concepts in the context of
software engineering (McGarry et al., 1994). The paradigm change provided by
using GQM (Basili and Weiss, 1984), including the ability of packaging knowledge
on how to better build a software system, improved the way experiences could be
organized and shared. The building and evolution of models at NASA/SEL pave
the road for organizing the Experience Factory model (Basili et al., 1994) and the
dissemination of initial good practices on empirical software engineering.
3.3 Third Iteration: Mid 1980s to End of the 1990s
In the third iteration, not only experiments but also surveys (for instance, by Burkhard
and Jenster (1989) on the application of computer-aided software engineering tools)
and case studies (for instance, by Curtis et al. (1988) on the software design process
for large systems) were performed to some extent. Also, the explicit discussion of
threats to validity appeared in that iteration. One of the first studies explicitly dis-
cussing its threats to validity was an article by Swanson and Beath (1988) on the
use of case study data in software management research. From the late 1980s, re-
searchers also started to analyze software data using algorithms taken from artificial
intelligence research (Bird et al., 2015). For instance, decision trees and neural net-
works were applied to predict error-proneness (Porter and Selby, 1990), to estimate
software effort (Srinivasan and Fisher, 1995) and to model reliability growth (Tian,
1995).
In the third iteration, empirical studies began to attract the attention of several
research groups all over the world, who realized the importance of providing empir-
ical evidence about the developed and investigated software products and processes.
The experiences shared by NASA/SEL and the participation of several researchers
in conducting experiments together with NASA/SEL helped to strengthen the use of
different experimental strategies and the application of surveys.
The interest in the application of the scientific method by different researchers,
the identification of the need to evolve the experimentation process through sharing
of experimental knowledge among peers as well as the transfer of knowledge to
industry, among other reasons, led to the establishment of the International Software
EngineeringResearchNetwork (ISERN) in 1992. ISERNheld its first annualmeeting
in Japan in 1993 sponsored by the Graduate School of Information Science at the
Nara Institute of Science and Technology.
The need to share the ever increasing number of studies and their results, and the
growing number of researchers applying empirical methods in software engineering
lead to the foundation of suitable forums. In 1993 the IEEE International Software
Metrics Symposium, in 1996, the Empirical Software Engineering International
Journal, and 1997, the Empirical Assessments in Software Engineering (EASE)
event at Keele University were founded.
By the end of this iteration, several institutes dedicated to empirical software engi-
neeringwere established. In 1996, the Fraunhofer Institute for Experimental Software
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Engineering (IESE) associated with the University of Kaiserslautern (Germany) was
established. In 1998, the Fraunhofer Center for Experimental Software Engineering
(CESE) associated with the University of Maryland, College Park (USA) began op-
erations. Also, other institutions and laboratories, such as National ICT Australia
as well as the Simula Research Laboratory and SINTEF (both located in Norway),
among others, started to promote empirical studies in software engineering in the
industry.
Finally, by the end of the 1990s, the publication of methodological papers on
empirical methods in software engineering started. Zelkowitz and Wallace (1998)
provided an overview of experimental techniques to validate new technologies,
Seaman (1999) provided guidelines for qualitative data collection and analysis, and
Basili et al. (1999) discussed families of experiments.
3.4 Fourth Iteration: The 2000s
Since 2000 research methodology has received considerable attention, and therefore
the publication of methodological papers further increased. For instance, Höst et al.
(2000) discuss the usage of students as subjects in experiments, Shull et al. (2001)
describe a methodology to introduce software processes based on experimentation,
Pfleeger and Kitchenham (2001) provide guidelines on surveys in software engi-
neering, Lethbridge et al. (2005) provide a classification of data collection methods,
Kitchenham andCharters (2007) provide guidelines for performing systematic litera-
ture reviews in software engineering, Shull et al. (2008) discuss the role of replication
in empirical software engineering, and Runeson and Höst (2009) provide guidelines
for case study research. In connection to the increased interest in research methodol-
ogy, also the first books on empirical research methods in software engineering with
a focus on experimentation written by Wohlin et al. (2000) and Juristo and Moreno
(2001) appeared around 2000 (see Sect. 5 for a comprehensive overview of books on
empirical software engineering). Also, combining research methods and performing
multi-method research became more popular in the period. One of the first papers
following a multi-method research methodology was published by Espinosa et al.
(2002) on sharedmental models, familiarity, and coordination in distributed software
teams.
With the growing number of empirical studies, knowledge aggregation based on
these primary studies became more crucial to understand software engineering phe-
nomena better. No single empirical study on a software engineering phenomenon
can be considered definitive (Shull et al., 2004) and generalized to any context.
Therefore, the replication of studies in different contexts is of paramount impor-
tance to strengthen its findings. However, the existence of conclusive, no conclusive,
contradictory, and confirmatory results about a particular software engineering phe-
nomenon should be combined to strengthen the evidence on the software phenomena
or to reveal the need for more primary studies on the phenomenon of interest. In
consequence, there arose a need for secondary studies that aim to organize, aggre-
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gate, and synthesize all relevant results from primary studies regarding a particular
phenomenon under research. Kitchenham (2004) was the first who recommended
the use of systematic literature reviews (SLRs) in software engineering and adapted
respective guidelines, mainly from medical research, to software engineering. With
the guidelines of Kitchenham (2004) and Biolchini (2005), the empirical software
engineering community had a tool to systematically synthesize knowledge available
in primary studies, which spread rapidly and enabled evidence-based software en-
gineering (Kitchenham et al., 2004). In a systematic review of SLRs in software
engineering, Kitchenham and Brereton (2013) identified 68 papers reporting 63
unique SLRs published in SE conferences and journals between 2005 and mid-2012.
Petersen et al. (2008) clarify and expand upon the differences between SLRs andwith
the growing number of empirical studies, knowledge aggregation based on these pri-
mary studies became more crucial to understand software engineering phenomena
better. No single empirical study on a software engineering phenomenon can be con-
sidered definitive (Shull et al., 2004) and generalized to any context. Therefore, the
replication of studies in different contexts is of paramount importance to strengthen
its findings. However, the existence of conclusive, no conclusive, contradictory, and
confirmatory results about a particular software engineering phenomenon should be
combined to strengthen the evidence on the software phenomena or to reveal the need
for more primary studies on the phenomenon of interest. In consequence, there arose
a need for secondary studies that aim to organize, aggregate, and synthesize all rele-
vant results from primary studies regarding a particular phenomenon under research.
Kitchenham (2004) was the first who recommended the use of systematic literature
reviews (SLRs) in software engineering and adapted respective guidelines, mainly
from medical research, to software engineering. With the guidelines of Kitchenham
(2004) and Biolchini (2005) , the empirical software engineering community had
a tool to systematically synthesize knowledge available in primary studies, which
spread rapidly and enabled evidence-based software engineering (Kitchenham et al.,
2004). In a systematic review of SLRs in software engineering, Kitchenham and
Brereton (2013) identified 68 papers reporting 63 unique SLRs published in SE
conferences and journals between 2005 and mid-2012. Petersen et al. (2008) clarify
and expand upon the differences between SLRs and systematic mapping studies, and
provide guidelines for the latter. In their seminal paper on the future of empirical
methods in software engineering research, Sjoberg et al. (2007) present the impor-
tant role of synthesis of empirical evidence in their vision of software engineering
research. The vision is that for all fields of software engineering, empirical research
methods should enable the development of scientific knowledge about how useful
different SE technologies are for different kinds of actors, performing different kinds
of activities, on different kinds of systems to guide the development of new SE
technology and important SE decisions in industry. Major challenges to the pursuit
of this vision are more and better synthesis of empirical evidence, and connected
to that building and testing more theories as well as increasing quality, including
relevance, of studies.
One of the problems faced by the software engineering community has often been
the scarcity of software data for conducting empirical studies (Malhotra, 2016). The
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availability of (open) source code repositories and software process data due to
automated or even continuous software engineering enabled new data mining ap-
proaches in software engineering in that period. In a seminal paper, Zimmermann
et al. (2005) used association rule learning to find patterns of defects in a large set
of open-source projects. Furthermore, also, software data from companies were an-
alyzed. For instance, at AT&T, Ostrand et al. (2004) code metrics to predict defects,
and at Microsoft – which even founded an own Empirical Software Engineering
(ESE) group in Microsoft Research (Bird et al., 2011) – Nagappan and Ball (2005)
showed that data from that organization could predict software quality. In conse-
quence, also repositories – like the PROMISE repository – that collect software
data and make them publicly available were founded. The PROMISE repository was
founded in 2005 and seeded with NASA data (Menzies et al., 2014). The empirical
evidence gathered through analyzing the data collected from the software reposito-
ries is considered to be an important support for the (empirical) software engineering
community these days. There are even venues that focus on analysis of software data
such as Mining Software Repositories (MSR), which was organized for the first time
in 2004 in Edinburgh (UK) and Predictive Models and Data Analytics in Software
Engineering (PROMISE), which was organized for the first in 2005 in St. Louis
(USA).
In general, the growing interest in empirical software engineering in that pe-
riod resulted in projects such as the Experimental Software Engineering Research
Network (ESERNET) in Europe from 2001 to 2003 and the foundation of several
venues. In 2007, the first ACM/IEEE International Symposium on Empirical Soft-
ware Engineering and Measurement (ESEM) was held in Madrid (Spain). ESEM is
the result of the merger between the ACM/IEEE International Symposium on Empir-
ical Software Engineering, which ran from 2002 to 2006, and the IEEE International
Software Metrics Symposium, which ran from 1993 to 2005. In 2003, Experimental
Software Engineering Latin American Workshop (ESELAW) was organized for the
first time. Also, in 2003, the International Advanced School on Empirical Software
Engineering (IASESE) performed its first set of classes in Rome (Italy). In 2006, the
International Doctoral Symposium on Empirical Software Engineering (IDoESE)
was founded. Today, the ISERN annual meeting, IASESE, IDoESE, and ESEM
form the Empirical Software Engineering International Week (ESEIW), which is
held annually.
3.5 Fifth iteration: The 2010s
Since 2010 empirical studies are "everywhere" in software engineering. Almost all
papers in major software engineering conferences like ICSE contain empirical stud-
ies. Also, more and more books dedicated to empirical research methodology in
software engineering are published (see Sect. 5), and papers on empirical research
methodology are published at a constant pace. For instance, Ivarsson and Gorschek
(2011) present a model for evaluating the rigor and relevance of technology evalu-
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ations in industry, Arcuri and Briand (2014) provide a guide to statistical tests for
assessing randomized algorithms in software engineering, Wieringa (2014a) dis-
cusses scaling up of empirical methods for technology validation in practice, Wohlin
and Aurum (2015) provide a decision-making structure for selecting a research
design, de Mello et al. (2015) provide probabilistic sampling approaches for large-
scale surveys, Sharp et al. (2016) discuss the use and value of ethnographic studies
in software engineering research, Stol et al. (2016) discuss the use of grounded the-
ory and their reporting, Briand et al. (2017) discuss the importance of context and
the overrating of generalizability in software engineering, and Stol and Fitzgerald
(2018) provide a holistic framework for software engineering research. Furthermore,
Harman et al. (2010) provide a comprehensive overview and guidance on the applica-
tion of search-based optimization in software engineering. Especially, in this period
many papers presenting results on search-based software engineering, that generally
(though not exclusively) fall in the category of empirical software engineering papers
were published. Due to the potentially high computational complexity of optimiza-
tion algorithms, some researchers have started to use high performance computing
environments to support the execution of their studies (Farzat et al., 2019).
In this iteration, one can observe a growing interest in the role of theory within
software engineering research to develop the field further as a scientific discipline. In
December 2009, the Software Engineering Method and Theory (SEMAT) initiative
was launched that aims towards the development of a general theory of software
engineering. SEMAT organized several events, among others, a workshop series
on a General Theory of Software Engineering (GTSE) between 2012 and 2015.
Stol and Fitzgerald (2015) even argue for a theory-oriented software engineering
research perspective, which can complement the recent focus on evidence-based
software engineering. Also, several concrete theories have been developed in that
iteration. For instance, Johnson and Ekstedt (2016) present a general theory of
software engineering called Tarpit, Bjarnason et al. (2016) a theory of distances in
software engineering, andWagner et al. (2019) a theory on requirements engineering.
Today not only almost all papers in major software engineering conferences
contain empirical studies, but also most software engineering conferences have
explicitly integrated empirical software engineering into their program, e.g., as
dedicated sessions or tracks. In addition, there are several workshops on conducting
empirical studies in specific areas. For instance, at ICSE, there has been a collocated
International Workshop on Conducting Empirical Studies in Industry (CESI) and at
RE the International Workshop on Empirical Requirements Engineering (EmpiRE).
The Experimental Software Engineering Latin American Workshop (ESELAW)
joined the Ibero-American Conference on Software Engineering (CIbSE) in 2011 as
a co-located workshop and became a dedicated track in 2013 due to the increased
number of submissions.
ESEIW, including ESEM and EASE are established as the leading annual events
to discuss methodological issues on empirical research in software engineering.
Empirical methods have been an explicit topic in several summer schools includ-
ing the annual LASER summer school (which hosted the topic empirical software
engineering in 2010), PASED - Canadian Summer School on Practical Analyses of
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Software Engineering Data in 2011, the Empirical Research Methods in Software
Engineering and Informatics (ERMSEI) in 2016 and 2017, the International Summer
School on Software Engineering (SIESTA) in 2018 and 2019 as well as the 2019
Summer School in Empirical Software Engineering at Brunel (UK). In the context
of ESEIW, the International Advanced School on Empirical Software Engineering
(IASESE) has been organized annually since 2003 and helped to spread knowledge
on current empirical methods in software engineering among junior and senior re-
searchers. Figure 1 presents the IASESE timeline and its topics along the places
and years. The topics taught over the years also reflect the evolution of empirical
software engineering, as discussed in this section.
2003 – Rome, Italy
Evaluating the maturing of a technology for use
Using Empirical study to do technology transfer
Using qualitative analysis in software engineering
Building parametric models
2006 – Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Technology Evaluation
How to run empirical studies using project 
repositories (and avoid common pitfalls)
The role of replication in Software Engineering
Software engineering process simulation
2007 – Madrid, Spain
Case Study Research
2008 – Kaiserslautern, Germany
Replication and Aggregation of Software 
Engineering Experiments
2009 – Orlando, USA
Selecting Research Methods for Empirical 
Software Engineering
2010 – Bolzano-Bozen, Italy
Using Ethnographic Methods in Empirical 
Software Engineering Research
2011 – Banff, Canada
Evidence-based Decision-Support in 
Software Engineering
2012 – Lund, Sweden
Evidence Synthesis of Qualitative Research
2014 – Torino, Italy
In Vivo Experimentation in Software 
Engineering
2016 – Ciudad Real, Spain
Surveys in Software Engineering
2017 – Toronto, Canada
Product Development and Innovation with 
Continuous Experimentation
2018 – Oulo, Finland
Empirical Software Engineering and Data 
Science: Old Wine in a New Bottle
2019 – Porto de Galinhas, Brazil
Observation as a Data Collection Technique 
for Software Engineering Research
2013 – Baltimore, USA
Action Research
2015 – Beijing, China
Theories in Empirical Software Engineering
2005 – Noosa Heads, Australia
Research Protocols and Systematic 
Literature Reviews
2004 – Los Angeles, USA
How to do Empirical Research IASESE




Fig. 1 International Advanced School on Empirical Software Engineering (IASESE) Timeline and
Topics from 2003 to 2019
4 Current Situation and Outlook
Since the first empirical studies in the 1960s, the field of empirical software engineer-
ing has considerably matured in several iterations. However, the empirical methods
resulting from the five iterations presented in the previous section are not the end
of the story, and as in any scientific discipline, research methods develop further.
The chapters of this book discuss contemporary empirical methods that impact the
current evolution of empirical software engineering and form the backbone of its
next iteration. For sure, the description of the current situation and future trends is
never complete and always subjective to some extent. But we think that the chap-
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ters covered in this book show several interesting trends in contemporary empirical
methods in software engineering, which we want to summarize here.
The evolution of empirical software engineering leads to the continuous adop-
tion of empirical methods from other fields and the refinement of existing empirical
methods in software engineering. The resulting plurality of research methods re-
quires guidance in knowledge-seeking and solution-seeking (i.e., design science)
research. Chap. 2 presents guidelines for conducting software engineering research
based on the ABC framework, where ABC represents the three desirable aspects of
research generalizability over actors (A), precise control of behavior (B), and real-
ism of context (C). Each empirical method has its strengths and weaknesses. It is
beneficial to utilize a mix of methods depending on the research goal or even to com-
bine methods. Case survey research combines case study and survey research, which
rely primarily on qualitative and quantitative data, respectively. Chap. 3 provides an
overview of the case survey method. While being an important and often used empir-
ical method, survey research has been less discussed on a methodological level than
other types of empirical methods. Chap. 4 discussesmethodological issues in survey
research for software engineering concerning theory building, sampling, invitation
and follow-up, statistical analysis, qualitative analysis, and assessment of psycho-
logical constructs. Although software engineering is an engineering discipline, the
design science paradigm has been explicitly adapted to software engineering rela-
tively late byWieringa (2014b), and the full potential of the design science paradigm
has not been exploited so far in software engineering. Chap. 5 uses the design sci-
ence paradigm as a frame for empirical software engineering and uses it to support
the assessment of research contributions, industry-academia communication, and
theoretical knowledge building.
It is generally acknowledged that software development is a human-intensive
activity as software is built by humans for humans.However, traditionally SE research
has focused on artifacts and processes without explicitly taking human factors in
general and the developer perspective in particular into account. If the perspective on
how developers work was considered, then it was mostly measured from a subjective
perspective, e.g., by interviews or opinion surveys, or a "black-box" perspective
by mining repository data or measuring the created development artifacts. Chap. 6
introduces biometric sensors and measure that provide new opportunities to more
objectively measure physiological changes in the human body that can be linked
to various psychological processes. These biometric measurements can be used
to gain insights on fundamental cognitive and emotional processes of software
developers while they are working, but also to provide better and more prompt
tool support for developers. Another human-related issue is the involvement of
humans in empirical studies, especially in experiments. On the one hand, it normally
difficult to recruit a significant number of professionals for an empirical study,
and on the other hand, measurements are invasive. Chap. 7 explores the potential
of human computation methods, such as crowdsourcing, for experimentation in
empirical software engineering.
Empirical methods rely on the collected data. However, the volume, velocity,
and variety of data in software products and processes have exploded during the
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last years. Therefore, the new scientific paradigm of data science has gained much
attention, also within software engineering. Chap. 8 relates to traditional ESE and
data science. It shows that both paradigms have many characteristics in common
and can benefit from each other. Given large data sets, optimization is an important
form of data analytics support of human decision-making. Empirical studies serve
both as a model and as data input for optimization. Chap. 9 provides an overview
of optimization in software engineering in general and its value and applicability in
ESE in particular. With increased automation, uncertainty (due to the application of
statistical models), and monitoring capabilities in data-driven software engineering,
also the role of simulation techniques becomes more important. Chap. 10 provides a
guide to simulation-based studies in software engineering. Bayesian data analysis is
ameans to embrace uncertainty by usingmultilevel statistical models andmaking use
of all available information at hand. Chap. 11 provides an introduction to Bayesian
data analysis and an application example to empirical software engineering dealing
with common issues in ESE like missing data.
Extracting, aggregating, and synthesizing evidence from empirical studies is
essential for the development of scientific knowledge and the field of software en-
gineering. However, conducting secondary studies like systematic literature reviews
and aggregating evidence is still challenging. Conducting systematic literature re-
views (SLRs) is largely a manual and, therefore, time-consuming and error-prone
process. Chap. 12 provides strategies to automate the SLR process. Secondary stud-
ies often lack connection to software engineering practice, which is essential to
software engineering. Chap. 13 presents the concept of rapid reviews, which are
lightweight secondary studies focused on delivering evidence to practitioners on
time. Another approach to link to practice is to take grey literature into account in
empirical studies. Chap. 14 discusses the concept of grey literature in software engi-
neering and ways how to consider it in primary and secondary studies. Considering
that secondary studies are often used to support the evidence-based paradigm, it is
crucial to managing their threats properly. Chap. 15 provides guidelines for man-
aging threats to validity of secondary studies in software engineering. Evidence in
software engineering is often rare and produced in both quantitative and qualitative
forms. It makes the synthesis of evidence, which is an essential element in scientific
knowledge creation, a challenging task. Chap. 16 provides an overview of research
synthesis methods in software engineering.
Society in general and funding agencies, in particular, put a stronger focus on
the impact of (software engineering) research. Therefore, open science and research
transfer are becoming essential topics in (empirical) software engineering. Open
science describes the movement of making any research artifact available to the
public and includes open access, open data, and open source. The topic is natural and
especially important in empirical software engineering to guarantee the replicability
of empirical studies. Chap. 17 reflects upon the essentials in open science for software
engineering to help to establish a common ground and to make open science a
norm in SE. Industry-academia collaboration is one of the cornerstones of empirical
software engineering. However, close and sustainable collaboration with industry
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are key issues in the field. Chap. 18 presents a seven-step industrial co-production
approach that enables deep and long-term industry-academia collaboration.
5 Recommended Further Reading
Since 2000 research methodology has received considerable attention in the soft-
ware engineering research community. Therefore, plenty of literature is available
on empirical research methodology in software engineering. Molléri et al. (2019)
identified in a recent systematic mapping study 341 methodological papers on em-
pirical research in software engineering - and therefore, a complete overview would
exceed the scope of this book chapter. However, following the style of this book
chapter, we provide an overview of the available English text and special issue books
explicitly dedicated to empirical research methodology in software engineering in
chronological order of their publication.
Wohlin et al. (2000) published a book entitled ”Experimentation in Software En-
gineering”, which provides an overview of the core empirical strategies in software
engineering, i.e., surveys, experimentation and case studies and as its main content
all steps in the experimentation process, i.e., scoping, planning, operation, analysis
and interpretation as well as presentation and package. The book is complemented
by exercises and examples, e.g., an experiment comparing different programming
languages. Consequently, the book targets students, teachers, researchers, and prac-
titioners in software engineering. In 2012 a revision of this popular book had been
published with Springer (Wohlin et al., 2012).
Juristo and Moreno (2001) published a book entitled ”Basics of Software En-
gineering Experimentation”, which presents the basics of designing and analyzing
experiments both to software engineering researchers and practitioners based on
SE examples like comparing the effectiveness of defect detection techniques. The
book presents the underlying statistical methods, including the computation of test
statistics in detail.
Endres and Rombach (2003) published ”A handbook of software and systems
engineering. Empirical observations, laws, and theories”. The book presents rules,
laws, and their underlying theories from all phases of the software development
lifecycle. The book provides the reader with clear statements of software and system
engineering laws and their applicability as well as related empirical evidence. The
consideration of empirical evidence distinguishes the book from other available
handbooks and textbooks on software engineering.
Juristo and Moreno (2003) edited ”Lecture notes on empirical software engi-
neering”, which aims to spread the idea of the importance of empirical knowledge
in software development from a highly practical viewpoint. It defines the body of
empirically validated knowledge in software development to advise practitioners on
what methods or techniques have been empirically analyzed and what the results
were. Furthermore, it promotes ”empirical tests”, which have traditionally been car-
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ried out by universities or research centers, for application in industry to validate
software development technologies used in practice.
Shull et al. (2007) published the ”Guide to advanced empirical software engi-
neering”. It is an edited book written by experts in empirical software engineering.
It covers advanced research methods and techniques, practical foundations, as well
as knowledge creation, approaches. The book at hand provides a continuation of that
seminal book covering recent developments in empirical software engineering.
Runeson et al. (2012) published a book entitled ”Case study research in software
engineering: Guidelines and examples”, which covers guidelines for all steps of
case study research, i.e., design, data collection, data analysis and interpretation,
as well as reporting and dissemination. The book is complemented with examples
from extreme programming, project management, quality monitoring as well as
requirements engineering and additionally also provides checklists.
Wieringa (2014b) published a book entitled ”Design science methodology for
information systems and software engineering”, which provides guidelines for prac-
ticing design science in software engineering research. A design process usually
iterates over two activities, i.e., first designing an artifact that improves something
for stakeholders, and subsequently empirically validating the performance of that
artifact in its context. This ”validation in context” is a key feature of the book.
Menzies et al. (2014) published a book entitled ”Sharing data and models in
software engineering”. The central theme of the book is how to share what has been
learned by data science from software projects. The book is driven by the PROMISE
(Predictive Models and Data Analytics in Software Engineering) community. It is
the first book dedicated to data science in software and mining software repositories.
Closely related to this book, Bird et al. (2015) published a book entitled ”The art and
science of analyzing software data”, which is driven by the MSR (Mining Software
Repositories) community and focuses mainly on data analysis based on statistics and
machine learning. Another related book published by Menzies et al. (2016) covers
perspectives on data science for software engineering by various authors.
Kitchenham et al. (2015) published a book entitled ”Evidence-based software
engineering and systematic reviews”, which provides practical guidance on how to
conduct secondary studies in software engineering. The book also discusses the
nature of evidence and explains the types of primary studies that provide inputs to a
secondary study.
Malhotra (2016) published a book entitled ”Empirical research in software en-
gineering: concepts, analysis, and applications”, which shows how to implement
empirical research processes, procedures, and practices in software engineering.
The book covers many accompanying exercises and examples. The author especially
also discusses the process of developing predictive models, such as defect predic-
tion and change prediction, on data collected from source code repositories, and,
more generally the application of machine learning techniques in empirical software
engineering.
ben Othmane et al. (2017) published a book entitled ”Empirical Research for
Software Security: Foundations andExperience”,which discusses empiricalmethods
with a special focus on software security.
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Staron (2019) published a book entitled "Action Research in Software Engineer-
ing: Theory and Applications" , which offers a comprehensive discussion on the
use of action research as an instrument to evolve software technologies and promote
synergy between researchers and practitioners.
In addition to these textbooks, there are also edited books available that are related
to special events in empirical software engineering and cover valuable methodolog-
ical contributions.
Rombach et al. (1993) edited proceedings from a Dagstuhl seminar in 1992 on
empirical software engineering entitled ”Experimental Software Engineering Issues:
Critical Assessment and Future Directions”. The goal was to discuss the state of the
art of empirical software engineering by assessing past accomplishments, raising
open questions, and proposing a future research agenda at that time. However, many
contributions of that book are still relevant today.
Conradi and Wang (2003) edited a book entitled ”Empirical methods and studies
in software engineering: experiences from ESERNET”, which covers experiences
from the Experimental Software Engineering Research NETwork (ESERNET), a
thematic network funded by the European Union between 2001 and 2003.
Boehm et al. (2005) edited a book entitled ”Foundations of empirical software
engineering: the legacy of Victor R. Basili” on the occasion of V. R. Basili’s 65th
birthday, which covers reprints of 20 papers that defined much of his work.
Basili et al. (2007) edited proceedings from another Dagstuhl seminar in 2006
on empirical software engineering entitled ”Empirical Software Engineering Issues.
Critical Assessment and Future Directions”.
Münch and Schmid (2013) edited a book entitled ”Perspectives on the future of
software engineering: essays in honor of Dieter Rombach” on the occasion of Dieter
Rombach’s 60th birthday, which covers contributions by renown researchers and
colleagues of him.
6 Conclusion
In this chapter we presented the evolution of empirical software engineering in
five iterations, i.e., (1) mid-1960s to mid-1970s, (2) mid-1970s to mid-1980s, (3)
mid-1980s to end of the 1990s, (4) the 2000s, and (5) the 2010s. We presented the
five iterations of the development of empirical software engineering mainly from a
methodological perspective and additionally took key papers, venues, and books into
account. Available books explicitly dedicated to empirical research methodology in
software engineering were covered in chronological order in a separate section on
recommended further readings. Furthermore, we discuss – based on the chapters
in this book – trends on contemporary empirical methods in software engineering
related to the plurality of research methods, human factors, data collection and pro-
cessing, aggregation and synthesis of evidence, and impact of software engineering
research.
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